This agreement is made on September 20th, 2012 between Danti Riveria and Preston Odenbrett. They
have mutually agreed that they would be investors of 1% of the 15% share of Smash Solution that is
going to be launching to the general public at end of April 2013 or around that time frame according to
the leaders of the company.
We have agreed that the first payment of $333.00 is paid by Preston in September,2012, the next
payment of $333.00 will be be paid by Danti in October, 2012, and then the 3rd and final payment will
be paid in November, 2012 for $111.00 each to fufill the total of $1,000.00 for the 1% share of the
company profits and to fufill the agreement that Danti signed with Smash Solution in July, 2012. Both
Preston and Danti have this signed agreement and Smash's representative for this agreement Vivianne
knows that we have agreed to be partners to mitigate the potential risk for this investment.
So far as of this date the unique visitors have been outstanding at over 10 million since the time it was
launched to a small select number of business owners across the world. We understand that we have to
maintain a membership of said $20.00/ month. If we don't pay this within 15 days, Smash Solution has
the right to revoke our share and we lose the investment. This is highly important that this will be be
paid and it is suggested that someone who has a regular credit card pay this monthly by automatic
payment and the other party pay the 1/2 of what is owed after payment has been made.
We understand that from Smash Solution that this is a risk based on how many people become long
term members even though at this time it is free for all the services. We also understand that Danti will
be getting a snap shot on the company profits because she is the signer of the original document for
Smash Solution and will forward to Preston the information via email or another way so that Preston will
be informed on the profits the company is receiving.
It is also understood that the company will be creating leads for each of the investors that we will be
following up with in regards to getting involved with smash or other tools. We are not sure how to
handle this as Preston has more time to follow up then Danti, but Danti has more business experience
then Preston. If any lead becomes a client, that client lead will be converted to the approriate place
under Preston or under Danti. If that lead becomes a client of Wowwe as well, then each client will
distribute out fairly among Danti in regards to leads also for WowWe or any other account in regards to
this lead, which is and will be separate from this agreement.
It is also agreed that when income is generated that either Preston or Danti will give 1/2 of these monies
to each other without much delay based on information provided by the company.
If the income that is generated is not given to each party within 60 days of the profit received, the other
party has the right to ask for and to claim that 50% of the profit and if necessary will request a 3rd party
to fulfill this contract.
We also understand that each of our accounts is separate in Smash Solution and each one has an
assigned URL for the purposes of marketing the services to others in order to promote and get others
involved. In no way, now or in the future, will these 2 separate accounts be merged into one account.
Unless expressed in writing by both parties. The 15 % on the 1st level and 15% on the second level is

created by each party and is not a merged account.
Danti also understands that she is part of Preston's 1st level and any person or organization that she
gets involved with Smash with her unique URL will be generating 15% to Preston as his second level and
Danti will be receiving 15% for her 1st level. If those that get involved with her decided to market their
unique URL then and only then will she receive the 15% on what her people decide to do?
As of 4/17/12. Preston has over 120 people that have signed in with him and the Smash Solution with a
lot of his own efforts since the pre-pre launch. It is understood that as of today's date Danti has 0
people who have signed up with her.
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